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Point clouds from NCTech iSTAR 360 HDR images
Challenges, performance capabilities and accuracy
within PhotoScan automatic basic workflow

The iSTAR 360° camera provides rapid,
automatic High Dynamic Range (HDR) 360
imaging and can be used as a standalone device
to create point clouds, especially indoors, for
complex architectures or challenging light
condition environments. iSTAR can be used
to provide HDR imagery with more exposure
steps and also reduced processing and capture
time compared to standard frame cameras.

The aim of this report is to explain how
iSTAR capabilities can provide improved
results in comparison to frame images
within PhotoScan basic automatic workflow,
in challenging and/or complex situations
(from an image based technique viewpoint).
Furthermore, a deviation comparison of laser
scanning and structure-from-motion point
cloud distances is included.
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The aim of this report is to explore iSTAR performance within
Agisoft PhotoScan basic automatic workflow to virtualise complex
architecture and/or environments and provide accuracy analysis
corresponding to a heterogenic scene to better understand if the
results are within the same range of accuracy than using frame
standard cameras.
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08. Conclusion
09. Acknowledgements

01. Software installation
Installing NCTech Immersive Studio:
https://www.nctechimaging.com/immersive-studio/
Installing Agisoft PhotoScan:
http://www.agisoft.com/downloads/installer/

02. Challenging environments
In this Application Note, when talking about challenging environment
we refer to complexity from a virtualisation viewpoint. Therefore,
there are some characteristics that make the task of reconstruct
complex by building point clouds from image matching techniques.
Thus, an architecture or environment can be complex or challenging
due to:
Light conditions: low light conditions, changeable light conditions and
high contrast environments make it difficult to achieve the uniform
light conditions recommended by most photogrammetry or Structure
from Motion software.
Geometry conditions: Sometimes, the shape and the space influence
the photo capture by limiting the capture options available or forcing
us to adopt capture strategies far from the ones recommended.
Texture: Richness of texture as, for instance, provided by granite
stone is far different from the one offered by an immaculate wall
painted white. Both given examples could represent the extremes of
suitable texture (granite stone) and non-suitable texture (immaculate
white wall).
In-between these extremes there are a lot of possibilities and texture
combinations because in reality, not everything is made with granite
stone (or similar) and represents a suitable texture for building point
clouds from image based techniques.
Pattern: This characteristic could be easily included in “Texture”
or “Geometry conditions” since both can generate patterns in
images and therefore difficulties within the image matching process
and introduction of error. However, ‘Patterns’ require specific
consideration so are dealt with separately here.
Size: Small spaces force us to increase the number of images
needed to reconstruct our target and, generally speaking, larger
environments require more images for complete coverage. Large
image sets can lead to processing difficulties due to computing
memory requirements.
Because photo capture technique in such potentially diverse
conditions can affect the results obtained, these factors are
considered as “challenging environments”.
These are situations far from the “recommended conditions” from
main image based technique software vendors, but as they are part
of the daily capture reality, they cannot be avoided.

03. NCTech iSTAR features
HDR capabilities: iSTAR HDR capabilities (HDR ON and HDR PRO) enable
capture of high resolution quality images within low light and high
contrast environments, where details in shadows and bright areas
are also captured. This capability means tie points can be matched
and extracted from shadows and bright areas, meaning overall
number of tie points is higher compared to single exposure images
which provide fewer or no tie points in high contrast areas.
Fisheye lenses: iSTAR is mounted with 4 fisheye lenses which capture
larger areas from the same position in each shot compared with a
standard lens. As a result, the number of images needed is reduced,
saving time on site and at the processing stage. Furthermore, with
fewer images required the computer resource needed is also reduced.
360° images: iSTAR captures 360° spherical images (360° x 137.5°
+/- 5°) which covers the whole scene view in each position, therefore,
problems related with ‘pattern’ are less likely to affect our restitution.
In addition, 360° images provide greater coverage per capture than
regular frames therefore are more efficient in both time on site and
data processing.
Accurate calibration: each iSTAR is precision engineered to 0.002
mm and calibrated at a manufacture stage using over 800 survey
targets in 360 degrees. The user therefore benefits from this accurate
calibration when working with iSTAR data for point cloud creation
from image based techniques.
In comparison with standard cameras used for close-range
photogrammetry, the combination of iSTAR capabilities make it easier
to virtualise indoor environments, locations where high contrast is
likely and spaces tend to be small or reduced.

04. Data Capture & General workflow
In this section, general workflow within Agisoft PhotoScan is covered.
Firstly, before loading photos in PhotoScan, it is needed to check and
select the most suitable for model reconstruction. Considering general
environment requirements for Agisoft PhotoScan performance:
• Avoid non-textured, shiny, mirrored or transparent objects.
• Avoid unwanted foregrounds.
• Avoid moving objects within the scene to be reconstructed.
The aforementioned requirements are extracted from Agisoft
PhotoScan user manual. Note that the first relates to texture of the
virtualisation target and establishes the fundamental limitation or
requirement for proper software performance.
04.01. PLANNING STATIONS
Planning capture strategy in advanced is a must. You should consider
the following recommendations:
• Ensure the number of photos is more than enough, avoiding
blind zones. To reconstruct an area, it is necessary to see it, at
least, in two images.
• Image overlapping should be 60% or more.
• The object is being reconstructed should take up the
maximum area in the photo.
04.02. CAMERA SETTINGS
ISO value: generally speaking, ISO should be set to the lowest value.
The lower the ISO value, the lower the image noise. Nevertheless,
depending on the light conditions, sometimes a lower ISO value
increases the time of exposure beyond that desired so it could be
preferred to balance capture time against the best practice of using
the lowest ISO level.
HDR value: iSTAR can be set to HDR OFF (Single exposure), HDR ON
(5 exposure levels), HDR PRO (up to 9 exposure levels). Generally
speaking, HDR ON can be more than sufficient for indoor capture.
However, there are some landscapes, scenes or building rooms with
a wider dynamic range. In such cases, HDR PRO will provide better
results for building point clouds.
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04.03. PROCESSING PANORAMAS INTO NCTECH IMMERSIVE STUDIO.
Firstly, it is necessary to process iSTAR raw data using NCTech
Immersive Studio. Each iSTAR camera is carefully calibrated in highly
controlled conditions during manufacture by NCTech and has its own
calibration file. Processing images within Immersive Studio therefore
means the user gains the advantage of this precise calibration,
thus, the error is generally reduced compared to stitching in other
software. Kolor Autopano Giga can also work with iSTAR data but
we nevertheless recommend to use ImmersiveStudio, which is
continuously being improved by the NCTech development team.
NCTech Immersive Studio can set the output image resolution
automatically or It can be selected from several pre-set options (2K,
4K or 16 Mpixel). Resolution is known to be directly related with
accuracy so, it is advised to select the 10K highest resolution option
(Auto).

Img. 04.01. Low light condition in which iSTAR can provide high quality
results working with HDR ON values.

NCTech ImmersiveStudio has a simple and user-friendly interface. To
process iSTAR raw data into Immersive Studio just drag and drop the
corresponding folders of each image on the Immersive Studio window
or, select the corresponding directory. Both options lead to the same
result. As default, output directory is the same as input directory
but it can be changed easily by clicking on dotted button. For further
information about how to use ImmersiveStudio visit
https://www.nctechimaging.com/immersive-studio/

Img. 04.02. Challenging light conditions in which iSTAR can provide
high quality results working with HDR ON.
“Capture with current analysis” iSTAR mode: This is a default iSTAR
setting which activates automatically after taking the first photo.
When iSTAR camera takes an image, firstly it analyses the whole
scene to establish the proper time exposure value averaged to the
360° view, and then it takes the image. Using this setting means
analysis time can be saved between captures in similar conditions.
However, scenes with changeable light conditions require the
analysis to optimise per shot. Going back one screen by pressing the
green arrow on the left up corner will disable the setting.

Img. 04.04. NCTech ImmersiveStudio interface.
After processing iSTAR raw data into NCTech Immersive Studio,
panoramas will appear into an “Output folder” in *.jpg format.

Img. 04.05. Panorama in *.jpg equirectangular format, after processing
in NCTech ImmersiveStudio.
04.04. LOADING PHOTOS, SENSOR TYPE AND CALIBRATION.
After processing iSTAR raw data, *jpg panoramas need to be imported
into Agisoft PhotoScan (1. Add Chunk 2. Workflow>Add Photos or
corresponding icon) and select the suitable sensor type for iSTAR.
(Tools> Camera Calibration, Camera types: Spherical).
Img. 04.03. “Capture with current analysis “mode activated.
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Generally speaking, around 12 images would be needed on average to
virtualise such an example as this church entrance, by using a
standard frame camera, whereas the following results were obtained
by using just two iSTAR images. Due to it’s 360° coverage, iSTAR is
capable of covering several surface angles and therefore build point
clouds from targets with complex shapes with much fewer images.
Note that the level of detail and/or definition gained is comparable
to that obtained with a standard frame camera commonly used for
close-range photogrammetry.

Img. 04.06. Camera Calibration window in Agisoft PhotoScan.
Notice calibration parameters will appear disabled. Calibration
parameters characteristic of each NCTech iSTAR camera have been
applied within NCTech Immersive Studio processing (See 04.03.
Processing panoramas into NCTech Immersive Studio) so, after
processing it is considered to be without lens deformation in Agisoft
PhotoScan workflow.
04.05. FLOOR RECONSTRUCTION.
When the target of our virtualisation includes the floor, consideration
should be made for the camera position and, camera FOV in order
to maintain the required overlap between images. Depending on the
project, the number of images may need to be increased if full and
accurate floor coverage is needed. Furthermore, it is recommended to
consider applying a mask on the nadir area.
04.06. CAMERA ALIGNMENT.
Agisoft PhotoScan searches common points on photos and matches
them. At this stage PhotoScan finds the positions of each photo
station/placement and its external orientation (Workflow>Align
Photos). After this process, a sparse point cloud and camera positions
are obtained.
04.07. BUILDING DENSE POINT CLOUD, MESH AND TEXTURING.
The process of building dense point cloud, mesh and texture for
iSTAR images does not change from the common workflow using
frame images, so, the description and function of each option is not
explained in this Application Note.
Based on estimated camera positions and pictures, a dense point
cloud is obtained after camera alignment stage (Workflow>Build
Dense Point Cloud). PhotoScan reconstructs the 3D polygonal
mesh based on the dense point cloud (Workflow>Build Mesh). After
geometry is reconstructed, the model can be textured (Workflow>
Build Texture).

Img. 05.01. Point cloud gained from two iSTAR 360 images within
PhotoScan. Morningside church door. Note level of detail obtained from
just two images.
05. 02. VAULT LINKS.
Glasgow university vault links project (Glasgow city, United Kingdom)
is used to show the results achieved using iSTAR images with
Agisoft PhotoScan for complex architectural shapes in combination
with changeable challenging conditions. Note that virtualising this
environment using a frame camera and fully automatic PhotoScan
settings could lead to orientation problems due to repeated patterns.
However, iSTAR 360 images overcome pattern problem easily and
no orientation problems were experienced, even when only using
PhotoScan automatic settings. Furthermore, iSTAR automatically
analyses the whole scene dynamic range to establish the most
suitable exposure values, providing HDR results with no user-decision
making.
Note that taking images with a standard frame camera in changeable
light conditions (due to vault links architecture) for building point
clouds by image matching techniques would be a challenging
exercise.

05. Results
Coloured point clouds, meshes or intermediate products of the
process can be obtained using the described workflow in Agisoft
PhotoScan. The aim of this section is to show the results that can be
achieved using NCTech iSTAR camera with Agisoft PhotoScan.
Several PhotoScan projects were carried out to show the results
possible using iSTAR within Agisoft PhotoScan, in situations
considered complex for building pointclouds based on image
matching techniques (See 02. Challenging environments).
05.01. CHURCH DOOR.
A project to digitise a church door and entranceway (Edinburgh city,
United Kingdom) shows the advantages of using iSTAR in typically
challenging situations. A church door / entranceway or other similar
historical subjects are common examples for those needing to
virtualise architectural features using close-range photogrammetry
techniques.

Img. 05.02. Textured mesh gained from HDR iSTAR images within
PhotoScan. Glasgow university vault links.
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05. 03. BRIDGE.
Queensferry bridge project (Edinburgh city, United Kingdom) shows
the benefit of using iSTAR for building point clouds within low light
conditions. Note that the main problem in such environments
(bridges, tunnels, galleries etc.) occurs at the entrance, where HDR
capabilities became almost mandatory in order to achieve good
results. Indoor tunnels or under bridges low light conditions with a
wide dynamic range environment are common. Furthermore, note
that using a standard frame camera will introduce divergences
between images and therefore, point cloud noise is likely to increase
if sufficient user care is not taken. As has been commented, the
required number of images will likely increase, even more in those
cases (bridges, tunnels, galleries etc.) where space is reduced. In
addition, using a standard frame camera to virtualize this kind of
environment will introduce pattern and therefore, orientation
problems are likely to appear.

Img. 05.05. Urban environment textured mesh gained from HDR iSTAR
images within PhotoScan. Façade with rich geometry detail (general).

06. Laser scanning comparison

Img. 05.03. Coloured point cloud within low light conditions gained
from HDR iSTAR images within PhotoScan.
05. 04. URBAN ENVIRONMENT.
Urban environments represent a virtualisation challenge for image
matching techniques for point cloud creation because of their
heterogeneity. The texture and shape of buildings usually is very
changeable in these environments, especially where the planning
guidelines do not establish common criteria for building materials and
shape and therefore capture strategy must be adjusted to suit each
situation/area or neighbourhood, depending on specific conditions.
An urban environment project (A Coruña, Spain) was carried out to
compare the accuracy differences that can be achieved by using iSTAR
images within Agisoft PhotoScan depending on the texture of the
subject. Urban environments also benefit from 360° features which
capture both sides of a street or more at the same time, ideal for
squares and crossings.

Img. 05.04. Urban environment textured mesh gained from HDR iSTAR
images within PhotoScan. Plan.

Laser scanning and photogrammetry are two of the main
technologies traditionally used for documentation tasks based on
reality capture. Historically, professionals and researchers from both
sides have discussed comparative suitability and performance. Over
the last decade, laser scanning has become the dominant technology
for reality capture. Nevertheless, the rapid improvement of camera
systems, software and computer capabilities have increased the
competitiveness of photogrammetry, especially when considering
cost differences. Nevertheless, it is not the aim of this report to
argue for one or other side, rather to explain the comparative results
which can be obtained from both technologies for the same urban
environment, using standard capture and processing conditions.
It can be seen that there are some holes in both models. These relate
to people and cars passing through the (public) scene during capture.
Scan stations were established to capture the environment, taking
care of the crossing cars and very windy weather conditions.

Img. 05.06. Urban environment textured mesh gained from HDR iSTAR
images within PhotoScan. Façade with rich geometry (detail).
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In this example each laser scan station took around 8 minutes
including single exposure colour capture from the laser scanner
internal camera (FARO Focus X130).
iSTAR was set to HDR ON (5 exposure values) mode resulting in
capture times of around 25 seconds per position - critical phase
during when iSTAR must be stationary. Additional approx. 1min per
position for data save between captures (iSTAR can be moved in this
phase).
Quicker capture not only saves time but is also more likely to avoid
traffic inconvenience issues.

Img. 06.04. Urban environment point cloud gained from iSTAR data
within Agisoft PhotoScan. Note the colour representation is improved
compare to Img. 05.10. and some occluded areas have no points.
The previous images show the point cloud results obtained from laser
scanning and photogrammetry from a similar view point within an
urban environment.

Img. 06.01. Urban environment laser scanning grey point cloud. Plant.
Note the holes corresponding to station positions, occluded areas and
crossing cars.

Note that the pointcloud obtained from laser scanning doesn’t match
the real colour of the environment, showing brighter areas increasing
along the building heights and general miscolourisation as a result
of single exposure image capture not adequately coping with the
dynamic range of lighting in the scene. Furthermore, virtualisation
problems in windows and door glass are more frequent in the point
cloud gained from laser scanning.
In comparison, the point cloud obtained from structure-from-motion is
less uniform and more dependable on surface texture (white building
in the background or cream building on the left where texture is plain,
would give lower quality results). Visually, it could be perceived that
the noise level in such areas is similar to the others, but unfortunately
that is not the case upon closer inspection.
There are some techniques to improve results from plain or poor
texture however it is not the aim of this report explain those, our key
objective is to show the comparative standard results that can be
obtained by using the very basic automatic workflow within Agisoft
PhotoScan.

Img. 06.02. Urban environment laser scanning coloured point cloud
using single exposure laser scanner internal camera. Note bright areas
of colour “hide” the point cloud.

Img. 06.05. Urban environment laser scanner point cloud coloured from
laser scanner internal camera. Note miscolourisation, bright areas and
missing points in glass areas.

Img. 06.03. Urban environment laser scanning grey point cloud. Note
glass areas information don’t match the reality and some occlude areas
has no points.
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Img. 06.06. Urban environment laser scanner grey point cloud. Note
missing points in glass areas and occluded elements.

Img. 06.09. Church detailed façade coloured point cloud obtained from
iSTAR data within PhotoScan on the right and laser scanning on the
left. Note the results are very close each other although laser scanning
presents some colour limitations.

07. Accuracy

Img. 06.07. Urban environment textured mesh obtained from iSTAR
data within Agisoft PhotoScan. Note the realistic colour fidelity.
The images Img.06.05, Img. 06.06 and Img. 06.07 show point cloud
obtained from laser scanning and textured mesh obtained from
structure-from-motion within the standard PhotoScan workflow of
urban heterogeneous building facades. At Img. 05.11 miscolourisation
is evident. Generally speaking, definition increases with a textured
mesh reducing the need to deal with a very dense point cloud, which
for elements without complex geometry this is not a requirement.
Observing to church facade with rich texture for photogrammetry
purposes, it can be seen that it looks reasonably close in quality to a
laser scanner point cloud, even when we look in detail. In this case,
general visual quality is better than the that obtained from the laser
scanner only, considering the single exposure colour capture of the
laser scanner internal camera.

Img. 06.08. Detailed church façade coloured point cloud obtained from
iSTAR data within PhotoScan. Note the results are very close to the
results that can be obtained from laser scanning.

Accuracy gained from image matching techniques for point cloud
creation depends on several factors: camera-object positioning, pixel
size, camera calibration, texture of the object, external environmental
parameters like weather conditions, using control points or not, using
natural dot or coded targets. Therefore, different situations lead to
different accuracy values although for similar situations accuracy
values are expected to be within a similar range.
The process of obtaining point clouds and textured meshes from
image matching techniques is easy and the learning curve of the
process is almost nil. However, it is of paramount importance that
photogrammetry principles are understood and considered in each
situation to pursue accurate results. In addition, a net of control points
is advisable to gain the best and most accurate results.
In this section, a cloud-to-cloud distance comparison between point
cloud obtained from iSTAR data within Agisoft PhotoScan and that
from the laser scan was made. The environment was chosen because
of its heterogeneity which will allow us to identify and analyse
different accuracy results depending on target features. It needs to
be highlighted that the aim of photo capture was to virtualise the
general urban environment without paying close consideration to
reconstruction of detailed areas, which may improve the accuracy
results in detailed areas.

Img. 07.01. Urban heterogeneous group of facades. Laser scanner point
cloud.
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Img. 07.02. Urban heterogeneous group of facades. iSTAR – laser
scanning pointcloud distance comparison.
Seeing at Img. 07.02 several issues need to be pointed out. As was
mention in the previous section, the cream façade showed a higher
level of noise and had to be filtered for better cloud-to-cloud distance
computation. Thus, the red areas mainly correspond to door or
window zones, which are not reliable areas within a pointcloud
gained from laser scanning so, we should exclude windows and
doors from accuracy comparisons. In addition, the are some façade
areas in red which mainly correspond to missing areas in the
pointcloud gained from the laser scanner due to the different capture
station for iSTAR data and laser scanning.

Img. 07.03. Cloud to Cloud distances distribution graphic. Heterogenic
façade group.
If we consider just this group of facades, the most common deviation
between both point clouds is around 5 mm. (See Img. 07.03. Cloud to
cloud distance distribution graphic).
When analysing an area with richer texture we gain more uniform
values as can be seen at Img. 07.04. Where most values are in blue
and the green values could be improved with a capture process
focussing on the façade details instead of a general capture for the
urban environment site. Red areas correspond to strong shadows
from the door details as can be seen at Img. 07. 05.

Img. 07.04. Church detailed facade. iSTAR
– laser scanning pointcloud distances.

Img. 07.05. Church detailed facade. iSTAR panoramic image. Note
strong dark shadows at the top of the door.
When analysing the whole point cloud, the majority of error values
achieved are under 1 cm, as shown in the following graphic:

Img. 07.06. Cloud to Cloud distances distribution graphic. General
analysed urban environment.
It is shown that the number of “red” points with greater distance
increases in the far right column of the graphic. These points
correspond to the specific areas explained before (glass, windows
and non-common points) and missing zones on the scan point cloud
as scan stations, cars and people.

Img. 07.07. Holes within laser scanning point cloud that add “red
points” to our cloud to cloud distance analysis.
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These accuracy values correspond to this unique photo capture
situation with its specific conditions and restrictions, and therefore
it should not be extended to be applied to all situations. However,
similar capture conditions will lead to accuracy results within the
same range.

High performance output in difficult lighting conditions. iSTAR can
provide high visual quality images in a wide range of lightning
environments thanks to automatic HDR settings and EV range up to
27 f-stops.
Texture quality. iSTAR whole scene analysis in combination with HDR
provides models with high quality textures.

08. Conclusion
Point clouds obtained using iSTAR data for image matching
techniques share the general advantages of this technique against
other virtualisation methods/procedures such as the laser scanner
(mainly cost advantages and simple data processing among others).
However, using iSTAR for image capture adds new advantages
compared to data obtained from standard frame cameras commonly
used for the same purpose, as explained before:
Only one iSTAR shot is needed to cover a 360 degree environment
surface, which means saving time against taking a larger amount of
images to cover the same area with a non 360 camera.
Larger surface covered per lens. iSTAR fisheye lens permits not only
covering a 360 view but also a larger area per lens and therefore, the
number of images needed is reduced. Furthermore, pattern problems
are less likely to occur.
The number of images needed to accomplish a virtualisation is
reduced, especially within objects with close spaces, complex shapes
and/or several surface angles. The number of images also decreases
within challenging lightning conditions because of iSTAR’s automatic
HDR capabilities.
Time saving on-site and processing. By decreasing the number of
images needed to virtualise a scene time consumed on site is reduced
as also is the time and resource needed to process the captured data.
Knowledge of photography techniques is not needed since iSTAR
analyses the whole scene and work out the most suitable camera
settings for the full 360 view.
Simple use, minimal training. iSTAR and NCTech software are
designed to be highly automated and user friendly, minimal training
is required.

Adding extra value. Additional deliverables such as virtual tours can
be produced form the same source iSTAR images without increasing
time on site.
Less resources needed. Coloured point cloud, mesh and/or
textured mesh can be automatically obtained following a simple
straightforward workflow within Agisoft PhotoScan. Results gained
from image matching techniques require, on average, less computing
resources than products obtained from laser scanning.
Accuracy. Note that the accuracy values analysed at section 07
are gained by using fully automatic basic PhotoScan workflow
and neither dot-targets or coded-targets were used in the scene.
Therefore, results could be improved by not limiting use to the
automatic basic PhotoScan workflow.
To conclude, iSTAR capabilities are worth considering it for
photogrammetry purposes. Especially in low light condition
environments, indoors, and some complex architecture where iSTAR
benefits make a difference. The 360° FOV in combination with HDR
capabilities and highly accurate calibration at the manufacture stage
improves the workflow and results by reducing capture and process
time and increasing the tie points detection within challenging light
conditions.
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